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Anna Ligocki/WINONAN
Ashly Wendt, a junior geology major, is a first-time teaching
assistant this semester for Dr. Anderson's Earth and Life Through
Time course. Wendt is responsible for grading weekly homework.
She said that T.A.s receive basic training about rules and tasks, but
there isn't any training specifically for each course.

Phone: .507 457-5119

Before spring break, the
hallways and restrooms of
Pasteur Hall and Laboratory
Center were lined with more
than just advertisements for
tropical getaways.
An anonymous and
unexpected flyer
implied that
students' grades
in the science
depaitment may
be compromised
because
inexperienced,
under-qualified
teacher's
assistants are grading
essays, finals and other
subjective coursework.
While only a few
classes at Winona State
University—mostly science
and large lecture classes—
have teacher's assistants,
their duties are now being
examined by a small
committee of Winona State
faculty.
"An
undergraduate
couldn't even go into a
seventh grade classroom and
grade a paper," said Richard
Shields, physics department
chair. "You can't even be a
substitute teacher without a
bachelor's degree, so how
can we allow undergrads
to grade other undergrads'
work?"
Shields, along with

chemistry professor Sara
Hein, history professor
Gregory Schmidt and mass
communication instructor
Robin O'Callaghan, formed
a committee at the onset
of spring break to add a
student grading policy to
the university's regulations.
Shields believes allowing
undergraduate
student graders
or TAs to grade
course work
may violate
student privacy
laws and the
academic
integrity of the
university as a
whole.
Many of the science
department TAs opted not to
speak about their job for fear
of retribution, but a former
science TA, who wished to
remain anonymous, agrees
that a student grading policy
needs to be put in place.
"I feel students shouldn't
be able to determine another
student's grade in any way,"
the former TA said.
This student worked
as a TA for two years and
was often asked to grade
Scantrons, labs and lab
exams, often without a key
or grading system from the
professor.
When
the
student
questioned the professor

See GRADES, Page 5
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Student senate fattens their
pocketbooks for 2007-08
closer to those at other state
colleges.
Student body presidents at
St.
Cloud State University and
State
Winona
The
Minnesota .State UniversityUniversity student senate
Mankato make around $6,000
has approved an 8.9 percent
a year. The Bemidji State
increase in its salaries for the
University president makes
2007-08 school year.
The executive board— $3,300.
Some universities pay
president, vice president and
all senators, not just those
treasurer—will each get a $300
in _ leadership positions,
raise if the budget reaches final
Soderberg said.
approval.
Soderberg, along with
President Carl Soderberg is
Stelpflug and vice president
paid $2,600 per year and said
Kari Winter will not be
he works an average of 25 to 30
running for a senate position
hours a week on senate work,
which includes 10 required next year.
The overall student senate
office hours, sending e-mails
budget is $22,600 and is a 3.2
and making phone calls.
percent—or $6,800—more
The senate's six committee
than last year. Beside salaries,
chairs and Webmaster will
the senate's budget includes
also receive raises.
trips to conferences and lobby
These paychecks come
day expenses, committee
directly from the $118.80
projects like the Mr. WSU
student life fee, which are
competition and copying and
charged on a per credit basis.
printing costs.
Senators took a cut three
want
don't
"We
years ago as a symbolic protest
(committees) to be inhibited by
of the New University plan, an
not having money," Stelpflug
administration-proposed plan
said.
to increase tuition in order to
to
costs
rising
The
revamp the university, and the
implement student activities
increase will bring salaries
means students may have to
back to 2004 levels.
reach deeper into their piggy
It will also bring Winona
banks.
State's student senate salaries

Elena Grimm
WINONAN

"It's really a fraction of
a fraction of a fraction of a
percent," Soderberg said.
Students will pay about eight
and a half cents more to fund
senate's budget increase.
However, student senate's
budget is just a fraction of
the pie. A group of student
senators and university
administrators called the
Student Fees Management
Committee determines fee
rates and distributes funds
to various campus groups,
including student clubs,
speakers and event series,
intramural sports, the wellness
center, and the shuttle service
for west campus and East
Lake residents.
The committee receives
budgets from each student
life group and makes
recommendations, which are
taken to student senate for
final approval.
The committee will then
use the total budget for student
life to determine fee rates for
next year.
Stelpflug predicts that
students can expect a small
increase in the student life
fee for next year, based on the
number of new groups and
programs requesting money.

Courtney Pate/WINONAN
The Student Life Fee Budget Committee listened to a
proposal from the rowing club about building a boat house.
The boat house would cost $40,000 and be used as storage
for the growing Winona State club.

However, she said that a large
amount of unused money in
a reserve fund can be used to
minimize the total impact of a

fee increase.
at
Elena
Contact
ERGrimm2702@winona.edu .

Athenaeum on virtual education possibilities
The Winona State University Library Athenaeum
Series presents "The Impact
of Online Virtual Worlds on
Teaching and Learning" today, at l p.m. on the second floor of the Darrell W.
Krueger Library.
Winona State University's E-Learning Center
Director Ken Graetz introduces the latest multiplayer
online games, simulations
and virtual worlds that entertain students and have
great potential to transform
teaching and learning.

Specific examples of
how these games are being
used within K-12 and higher education are offered.
Participants have the
opportunity to experience
some of the game firsthand.
In addition, research on
the social and psychological impact of online gaming
is discussed, including unforeseen consequences of
maintaining "second lives"
in cyberspace.
The Library Athenaeum
series continues Wednesday, March 28, when mu-
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sic professor Deanne Mohr
performs a lecture recital
presenting piano works by
Faure, Ravel and Messiaen in a presentation titled
"Aesthetics and Inspiration
in the Music of France:
Faure to Messiaen."
The Winona State University Library Athenaeum
hosts events that explore
and enhance the intellectual
life of the university and the
region, bringing together
scholars, performing artists,
students, community members and other interested

people for the intellectual
discussion and the sharing
of cultural experiences.
The Athenaeum reflects
the importance the university places on humanities,
the arts and the sciences.
For more information
and event descriptions, visit
www.winona.edu/library/
athenaeum, call Kendall
Larson at (507) 457-5367
or e-mail klarson winona.
edu.

March 28th issue!

Students face trespassing charges
Twenty-seven people are on the Winona State security restricted list
Shanthal Perera
WINONAN

NO
TRESPASSING

said.
Security is not in charge of Walski
involved in activities that have
not
resulted in the termination of putting people on the list. Most "There's
entries come from residence any one reason,
their housing contracts.
The list contains names, hall managers or the conduct they could have
committed
Winona
State photographs, areas from which officer.
Two
"But there are some some violation
University students were individuals are restricted from
arrested and charged with and the time period of the individuals I've placed on the as a visitor on
campus, or in
list," said Walski.
trespassing on university restriction.
Most of the names on the the library, or
The identities of those
property near the end of
February, according to Winona listed are protected by the list will be dropped at the end even committed
State director of security Don Family Education Rights and of the school year, Mounce a crime on
campus."
Privacy Act and their names said.
Walski.
A non-student
Mounce and Walski said
Joseph Albert Beltrame, can be released only with
19, is facing two charges the student's signature, said that trespassers are a rare was arrested and
and
violations
seriously,
of trespassing after a failed Shirley Mounce, conduct problem and their ages vary, restricted from c ampus for there have been cases where
attempt to enter the Richards officer at student life and but recalled two years ago exposing himself t o a student particular students have tried to
Hall around 8:30 p.m.
enter dorms restricted
Feb. 20, and Sheehan
to them.
Hall at around 11:30
Police involvement
p.m. Feb.. 23., defying
is not uncommon for
university rules on
trespassers. Ticketed
visiting residence halls
students have to appear
after 11 p.m., Walski
in front of criminal
said.
courts, while some
Martin
Brandon
might have to deal
Loesch, 19, was
with the university
arrested for trying to
chancellor's office as
enter Prentiss-Lucas
well.
Hall at 1:15 a.m. on
Due to Walski's
Feb. 22.
prior experience
Loesch and Beltrame
with the Winona
had previously been
police depattinent, he
restricted from entering
often processes the
residence halls, Walski
paperwork himself
said.
He said that most
While trespassers are
students didn't want
not a major problem at
their tickets sent to
Winona State, there are
their home address
enough students, and
because of the fear of
the rare outsider, trying
their parents finding
to enter residence halls
out.
to keep security busy.
Walski noted that
Individuals caught
most Winona State
for trespassing may be
students were lawarrested and added to
abiding and well
a restricted list, which
behaved. He said
presently has 27 names,
there were no incidents
Mark Chryst/WINONAN
Walski said.
at Sunday night's
Punishments vary
basketball game
from being restricted Security staff members Brett Seales and Michon Mulder check a student's ID at the entrance to Lourdes between Winona State
from a particular Hall. Security staff checks IDs at the entrance to all the dorms after 11 p.m. and compares them to and Minnesota State
residence hall to being names and photographs on WSU's restricted list.
University-Mankato
restricted from campus
"You're talking
grounds.
about 27 out of 8,000
security had to restrict a man seven or eight years ago, students. That's a really small
Currently there are three development.
Walski said. The individual
Walski said the list grows in his mid 50s.
individuals restricted from
percentage," said Walski. "It
"There has to be a reason for was a juvenile was at the time can't get any better."
irregularly and at the end of the
campus grounds, Walski said.
The list not only includes year there could be between 20 us to feel necessary to restrict of the incident.
Some students don't take
someone from campus,"
trespassers, but all students and 35 students on the list.

VIOLATORS
WILL BE
PROSECUTED
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New river course offered
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Winona State University
announces a new course
for May term. The course,
"From Bluffs to the River:
Nature and Sustainability," is
co-taught by Bruno Borsari,
assistant professor of biology,
and Wayne Ripley, assistant
professor of English.
The course runs May 14
to 25 and includes four days
on the Mississippi River

'"ItsAa

aboard Winona State's boat,
the River Explorer. Students
and instructors Will study,
camp, canoe, read, cook and
eat together, and explore the
river.
The three-credit course
covers the university studies
credit for contemporary
citizenship/democratic
institutions.

'••• • •• •
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Dinner Rescheduled
Winona State University's
Black Cultural Awareness
Association will host the 18th
Annual Soul Food Dinner
at 6 p.m. Saturday in the
East Dining Hall, Kryzsko
Commons.
The dinner was originally
scheduled for Feb. 24 and was
rescheduled due to weather.
The theme of the formal
dinner is "Jewel of the Nile:
Discover Your Past, Strive
For Our Future," which
emphasizes the importance of
knowing and understanding
one's roots through an

educational play that explores
the rich history and traditions
of ancient Egypt.
The menu includes southern
fried chicken, southern fried
catfish, macaroni and cheese,
peach cobbler and select
Egyptian entrees.
Doors open at 5:30 p.m.
Dinner is served at 6 p.m.
Tickets are $18 for adults,
$15 students and $10 for
children under 13. Tickets
can be purchased on campus
in the lower hyphen, Kryzsko
Commons.
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Lunafest film festival
Winona State University
Women's and Gender
Studies Program celebrates
Women's History Month with
"Lunafest" Friday, March 23,
at 7:30 p.m., in the Science
Laboratory Auditorium, Room
120.
Lunafest is a national
festival of films by, for and
about women.
year's
Lunafest
This
program features nine short
films totaling 90 minutes.
Tickets cost $8 and are
available at the door beginning

at 6:45 p.m.
Proceeds from the event
benefit Breast Cancer Fund,
a San Francisco-based nonprofit organization working
to identify and advocate
for the elimination of the
environmental and other
preventable causes of the
disease.
For more information,
call Tamara Berg at (507)
457-5460 or e-mail tberg@
winona.edu . Visit the Web
site at: http://www.winona.
edu/womensstudies/.

best educational value in the upper Midwest
(quality, affordability)
superb reputation with four-year institutions, employers

(preparing you to succeed)
excellent transfer to four-year institutions

(excel when there, research shows)
about one-tenth the cost of private colleges

(on average)
classes offered days, evening and Saturdays;
scholarships and financial aid available

rmandale is conveniently located in Bloomington, MN,
just minutes from the airport and Mall of America.

REGISTER ONLINE!
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GRADES
about grading practices, the response given was, "basically,
that we were qualified, everything we did would be checked
over and pretty much just 'shut
up and do it.'
The student said he or she

Continued from Page 1
or research or support staff
position" and performs "a task
that is specified in his or her
position or by a contract agreement, or performing a task related to a student's education."
Since student graders do not

Anna Ligocki/WINONAN
Jenica Matzek, a teaching assistant for professor Tom Grier's
Mass Media and Society course, she said she mostly corrects
Scantrons and converts quizzes taken with the "clicker" to
the D2L site.

was eventually fired for refusing to grade final exams due to
personal time constraints and
moral objections.
So far, the faculty committee has focused on the definition, responsibilities and rights
of a student grader, and the distinctions between clerical and
subjective grading.
According to the proposed grading policy, a student
grader is "an undergraduate
student who is an hourly employee of the university whose
work assignment includes
grading other undergraduates'
work."
Current . university regulations state that student non-directory information can only
be disclosed to a school official with "a legitimate education interest in the records."
The tricky part is defining
who is a school official and if
student graders qualify.
Right now, the university
defines a school official as "a
person employed by Winona
State University in an administrative, supervisory, academic

sign a contract, have no official job description and are not
grading specifically as a part of
their own schoolwork, Shields
believes they are not meeting
the proper qualifications to be
considered a school official.
"We are not violating state
and federal data privacy laws,
but we are contradicting our
internal regulations," Shields
said. "This is about our collective sense of integrity as a
university."
Student grading practices
do not go against the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), a federal
law that protects the privacy
of student educational records,
or the Minnesota Government
Data Practices Act (MGDPA),
which reinforces the privacy
act and sets standards for public, private and confidential
data for the state and its employees.
Tess Arrick-Kruger, university vice president of legal affairs, affirmed in an email to
school employees last month
that "FERPA and the MGDPA

do not draw distinctions between classifications of university employees" and "undergraduate and graduate position
student employees may access
private data that is necessary to
perform their position duties."
Mass communication professor Tom Grier, who teaches Mass Media and Society
with more than 450 students,
employs a teacher's assistant
and agrees that student graders are both appropriate and
necessary for certain classes.
"Teacher's assistants are
hired to perform duties and
are paid for doing those duties. That sounds like an official school employee to me,"
Grier said.
Grier concedes that allowing students access to grades
through Scantrons or computer systems does have the
potential for foul play, but
feels the problem can be
avoided if faculty are careful with their employee selections.
Grier describes his assistant Jenica Matzek as
an "upper division senior
who is a tremendous help,"
and says it is the faculty's'
"responsibility to hire good
people, train them, supervise
them and be held accountable to fix something if anything does go wrong."
Matzek, a senior advertising
and marketing major, has been
a teaching assistant in the mass
communication department for
one school year. Her primary
duties include preparing the
room by setting up lights,
projectors and microphones,
but she also grades weekly
Scantron quizzes, a procedure
which Shields considers a potential danger.
"Not that it ever has or ever
will happen, but how could
someone ever tell if a Scantron has been tampered with,"
Shields asked.
Despite hesitations with allowing student graders to handle alterable Scantron sheets,
many faculty and student
graders see Scantron tests as
objective, and therefore, free
from moral conflictions.

"I've never had to question. whether I was overstepping boundaries or questioning
whether what I was doing was
right because the work I gra:de
is pretty cut and dry," Matzek
said.
Matzek said she was "shown
the ropes" by the .previous assistant and mass communication department chair John
Weis, who discussed the importance of keeping students'
grades private, but she never
received any formal training in
data privacy.
University officials have established student graders and
teacher's assistants as school
employees, which means they
can legally access and deal
with student grades. But the
student grading committee
hopes to set guidelines for any
subjective grading being per-

State senior science major and
current science department
TA, who also wished to remain
nameless. "The only grading
I do is with a key or specific
answers, and I've never heard
any controversy about grading
before that flyer was put up."
"When you sign up to be a
TA in the science department
you have to be qualified and
you have to have taken the
class and passed," the student
said.
The student added that when
subjective grading does occur,
it is only one sentence, short
answer assignments.
In the committee's proposal, subjective grading is defined as that which "requires a
value judgment on the part of
the student grader to determine
a student's score" and in cases
of subjective grading, "stu-

tt

I've never had to question
whether I was overstepping
my boundries."
- Mass communication teaching
assistant, Jenica Matzek.
formed by undergraduates.
"I've never heard of any
TAs in the science department
grading essays," said a Winona

dent graders cannot be used to
grade research papers, essays,.
exams, or final exams."

See GRADES, Page 6
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GRADES
The proposal also stipulates
that student graders used for
subjective grading must have
completed the course that they
are grading and received an A
or B in the course.
Matzek supported this
stipulation, noting that
"students often come up
and ask me questions, so it's
definitely important for a TA to
know concepts of the course."
Other provisions to
subjective grading include not
using student graders in 300 or
400 level classes and no more
than 20 percent of a course
grade can be determined by
subjective, student grading.
Shields hopes these
parameters will eliminate
the possibility of unprepared
or incapable undergraduates
grading schoolmates' work.
This student grading policy
proposal was brought before
the university's Academic
Affairs and Curriculum
Committee last week.
the
According
to
unapproved minutes from

Continued from page 5
Tuesday's committee meeting,
present faculty representatives
seemed open to the possibility
of the student grading policy
but were split in regards to
what type of training student
employees should receive and
who should administer it.
They also contemplated
whether each department
should establish its own
separate student grading
policy.
Student reactions to the
new grading policy have been
aroused in recent weeks due to
the anonymous flyers.
Senior biology major Josh
Matthews, who has taken
several lab courses with
teacher's assistants, said, "I've
never been sure if any grading
was actually being done by our
lab or teaching assistants, but
physical science is a lot less
subjective than, say, a history
course, so I feel like having a
TA grade my science test is
perfectly OK with me."
Matthews said he has never
heard any classmates complain

about student graders until the
flyers were dispersed.
Committee chairperson
Ruth Rethlefson said the
student grading policy
proposal has been tabled until
the next meeting on March 28
so that each representative can
share the information with his
or her department.
If approved by the
committee, the student grading
policy will then be sent to the
faculty senate for approval,
and will then be proposed to
President Ramaley for final
approval, Rethlefson said.
Arrick-Kruger said she will
attend a meeting next week to
explore the implementation
of Web-based data security
training for all university
employees and estimates that
a program will be installed by
this summer.
at
Reach
Sarah
SABrecht8935@winona.edu .

Student senate to hold elections
All students can vote for
student senate spring general
elections at www.winona.edu/
studentsenate/elections from
noon on Monday, March 26,
to noon on Thursday, March
29. The winners of this election will serve during the
2007-2008 school year.
The following positions are
open: president, vice president, treasurer, three seniors,
three juniors, three sophomores, two college of education seats, two college of liberal arts seats, two college of
nursing and health sciences
seats, two college of science
and engineering seats and two
college of business seats.
Candidate filings were due
Monday. The applicants include:
Presidentared Stene,
Ezra Kazee and Che Wang.
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HOUSES &
APARTMENTS
email:grms@hbci.com

A Sudanese refugee now calls Winona State home
Teresa Wiebusch
Special to the WINONAN

a sophomore majoring in
international politics.
The papers he filled out
required him to be of legal age
to work full time in America,
so Paul forged his age as 18.
Paul, actually 15 at the
time, and his twin brothers,
who were two years younger
than he, were approved for
a refugee resettlement to the
United States.
After finding an American
sponsor and passing a medical
exam that required tests
for malaria, polio and HIV,
Paul and his two brothers
were accepted as refugees in
Houston, Texas.
Paul began working full
time, and he and his brothers
used government food stamps
and other governmental
assistance to make ends meet
in America.
"Sometimes things were

hard," he said. "I worked a
full-time job and when I got
home I would read books with
my brothers because they were
far behind in their reading
comprehension skills. Despite
all of this, coming to America
was my heaven on earth."
When Paul wasn't working
at his full-time job, he put his
energy into to enrolling his
brothers in school, but was
told that until he was 21, he
would be unable to do so and
his brothers would be turned
over to foster care.
Paul appeared before a
judge pleading for his family
to remain together.
"I told the judge that I
provided for my brothers in
Sudan and I would prove that
I could provide for them here
too."
The
judge
recognized
Paul's

Solomon Paul was used to
hunting for food in the bushes
of scorching Sudan to provide
for his two kid brothers, but in
America, Solomon had to fight
to provide for them in a whole
new way.
The situation in Darfur,
along with a battle between
the Islamic Arabs in northern
Sudan and the black Christians
in southern Sudan, is continuing
to strain many of the Sudanese
people, including Winona
State student Paul.
The Sudanese government
has been funding a militia,
known as the janjaweed, that
has been brutal in its murder,
rape and pillage tactics.
They often ride on horseback
and run a "scorched earth"
campaign where they murder
entire villages and
burn the villages
when they are
finished.
Often
men,
women and children
are shot, beaten
or in some cases
hacked to death with
machetes.
Paul, a black
Christian originally
from Nasir, Sudan,
escaped to Ethiopia
with members of
his family as a child
and lived there as a
refugee throughout
his childhood and is
now 23.
In his teenage
years in Ethopia,
Paul filled out an
application to the
United Nations for
an immigration
transfer to any
developed country
in which he would be
accepted, including
the United States.
"The immigration
officer had to
assess my situation
Submitted Photo
and evaluate the
Solomon Paul, an escaped refugee from Sudan is currently
political situation in
enrolled at Winona State University.
Sudan," said Paul,

dedication and allowed him to
enroll his brothers, who were
13, in school.
After proving his hardworking skills, social services
approved Paul's independence,
allowing him to live on his own
without supervision from his
American sponsor and social
services.
When it was time for his
brothers to graduate from
high school and continue on
to college in 2005, one in
Illinois and the other in New
York, Paul decided to move to
Minnesota.
"The most Sudanese people
are located in Minnesota and
Nebraska, and I knew it was
time for me to move on," Paul
said.
After receiving his GED,

Paul enrolled himself in a
community college in Maine
and transferred to Winona
State University last fall, but
was forced to drop out when
seven of his family members
were murdered in Sudan.
"In America people are
given a few days to grieve, but
I needed to take more time,"
Paul said.
Paul, now 23, is re-enrolled
at Winona State University
as a sophomore majoring in
international politics and is
still working to assimilate to
the American culture.
"The freedom in America
is unmatched," he said. "If
I were still in Sudan I would
most likely be dead. I feel
like coming to America is my
resurrection."

Worried
about
regnancy?
Birthright
can
hel
•
For more than 30 years, BirthrigPhas

help thousands of students worried about
pregnancy. Our friendly volunteers offer
free and anonymous pregnancy tests,
answers to questions, referrals to
community services and, most
important, a friend to listen.
All of our help is free and confidential.
Call anytime: 452-2421
930 W. Fifth St.
24-hour Hotline: 1-800-550-4900
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Senate displays WSU student apathy
Carl Hunter
Op/Ed Columnist

If
18%
o f

Americans voted in last year's
election, it would have been
considered a great failure of

democracy.
If that
same
percent
were
to vote
in this
year's
student
senate
elections, it would break records.
The last supplemental election in February attempted to
fill 11 seats. Only eight people
in the entire student body have
applied and five positions are
left with no applications whatsoever. With so few people caring to run, it is no surprise that
only 4.3 percent even bothered
to vote.
Currently there are no appli-

cations for the education, business or graduate seats and there
is only one application for three
senior seats. The apathy is evident.
If students do not vote and
do not run for seats, how can
senate operate as a representative voice? Furthermore, why
would the administration consider taking them seriously?
Most students do not even
know who the current student
senate president is.
Many view senate as a quarrel room where aspiring politicians and poli-sci majors wage
war through debating with
one another. This atmosphere
makes students on the outside
looking in, uncomfortable and
unlikely to join as well as an
inaccurate representation of the
student body.

However, student senate is
supposed to be for all students.
Any student can run for any position provided they are not on
academic probation.
What can senate do for me?
Participating in organizations, analytical problem solving and group communication
is very attractive to put down
on a resumes. Besides the career-building opportunities,
you will be able to find value in
helping make this university a
better place.
A meager 12 people were in
the audience for the presidential debate. Students casually
eating, working on homework
at the bar and in the tables
barely paid heed to the event
before them. These presidential hopefuls have power over
every club that gets university

funding. Don't you think that
it matters who is wielding that
power?
Of the executive positions,
only three people applied for
vice president and president
and only one application for
treasurer. An apparently wellkept secret: these three positions get salaries. ($2,900 for
president and $2,700 for vice
and treasurer.)
Again, it is not an issue of
who you vote for, but simply a
matter of just voting. It's about
being counted, represented. I'm
not asking you to chain yourselves to desks or go on hunger
strikes, but just to simply vote.
It's online, it takes a few seconds and it makes sure you are
recognized: vvww.winona.edu/
studentsenate/elections.

Spring break trip opens up eyes of volunteers
Samuel KeaneRudolph
Op/Ed Columnist

The opinions of this newspaper do not reflect those of the
MnSCU system, Winona State
University, its faculty, staff or
student body. Any questions or
comments should be directed
to the Winonan publication
board, editors or submitted as
letters to the editor.
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Instead of driving south to
Florida or California or Texas or flying to Mexico like so
many others on spring break,
I joined nine InterVarsity
Christian Fellowship members from Winona and RCTC
on a trek to Pine Ridge Indian
Reservation.
If you drive westward into
South Dakota, along the Nebraska border, you'll eventually run into Pine Ridge. This
1.7 million acre reservation is
the second biggest in the country, and home to the Oglala Lakota.
Winona freshmen may be
familiar with this reservation—
Kent Nerburn's book Neither
Wolf Nor Dog is set here and
I'm sure many of you English
111 types read it.
The town of Pine Ridge, S.D.
is different from Winona in just

Kate Weber, Editor-in-Chief

about every conceivable way.
If you're white, you're a minority. If you're Asian like I am,
you're...
still a minority, but
we knew
that.
Walking down
the street,
you can
probably
make a
living recycling the Budweiser
and Hurricane malt liquor cans
lying on the streets.
There is a strong sense of
desperation in the town.
For one of the reasons why,
travel two miles south to the
town of Whiteclay, Nebraska,
just off the reservation, home
of 22 people and four liquor
stores.
Alcohol is prohibited on the
reservation, but the four Whiteclay liquor stores sell between

winonan winona.edu

10,000 and 15,000 12 oz. cans
of alcohol a day, most of it
headed into Pine Ridge.
If that sounds cool to you,
allow me to disabuse you of
that notion.
Half of the adults on the Pine
Ridge reservation are alcoholics or addicted to drugs. Most
children do not grow up within
a stable family; many grow up
in abusive homes, largely due
to alcohol.
People in Pine Ridge do not
get drunk for the fun of it. They
get drunk because drunken
blurriness is easier to handle
than daily life.
If you think it's hard to get a
job in Winona, try finding one
in Pine Ridge, where half the
people over 16 are unemployed
and the average family income
is half the national average.
The life expectancy on the
reservation is the lowest of
anywhere in the Western hemisphere except for Haiti, and the

infant mortality rate is at least
triple the national average.
But even with the despair,
sadness, broken dreams, and
broken hearts littering Pine
Ridge, amid the ghosts of
Wounded Knee and the hurting
generations born into poverty
and broken families, I think
Pine Ridge is going to get better.
My reason is that on my first
day there, I was approached by
a grubby little girl with snot
dripping from her nose. She
looked like most of the other
people I'd seen on the reservation. Her curly hair and dark
eyes said nothing to me as she
walked up.
But her face broke into an
enormous, toothy smile and she
reached out to me and smacked
my arm as I stood there.
She only said two words.
"You're it!"
And that's why I know Pine
Ridge will recover.

(507) 457-5119
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Letters to the Editor
Spring break bookstore
sale doesn't make sense
Dan Glenn
Senior
Comm. Studies Major
How would you like if I offered you a no-questions-asked,
20% off your WSU Bookstore
purchases? For my own four
years of loyal and distinguished
purchasing at our Winona State
Bookstore, I would personally
enjoy attending that sort of Customer Appreciation Sale. Free
refreshments and prizes would
be a fun twist as well. Well,
did you know that this was all
offered on Friday, March 8th?
Yes, smack dab in the middle of
spring break, "customers" were
expected to find their way back
to our frozen campus to go on a
miniature discounted shopping
spree.
Who exactly are these customers that were being targeted
for the sale? I believe it's a fair
assumption that most students
were on vacation, or at least not
sitting in their dorms or apartments in Winona, anticipating
returning to campus during their
week off. So, was it instead the
locals, who we affectionately
refer to as "townies"? Hopefully not. It's clear that this
sale was actually supposed to
give our meager student checkbooks a break for once. One of
the most common complaints
Winona students have is the
expensive bookstore, so such a
sale would come as a welcome
surprise. I just can't understand
why it was held during the only
week campus was closed.
It's true that over spring
break Winona State's Men's
basketball team hosted the first
rounds of the regional tournament. However, with every
student back on campus for the
return to classes on Monday
the 12th, that might have been
a more appropriate day for this
sale. After all, the next day
we competed in the sold out,
regional championship game
against Mankato. If the book- .
store didn't have confidence
that our "winning Warriors"
would continue their streak

over spring break, the Customer Appreciation Sale should
been held before all of the students had left town! I believe
that this event was proposed
with good intentions but not
very well organized. It simply
doesn't make sense to offer a
student sale when the school is
closed.
Global warming real
Samuel J. Plitzuweit
Senior
Geosciences Major
So it occurred to me, while
digging my car out from under three feet of drifted snow,
that perhaps winter may have
finally showed up this year. It
wasn't until late January when
I finally put on my winter coat.
Heck, before last year, can anyone remember being able to
golf in the coulee region during
December and January?
So it occurred to me, while
reading a recent Op/Ed, that
most people are completely uninformed about the world they
live in and earth processes. I
challenge everyone at WSU to
inform him/herself about the
current issues regarding global
warming. I also challenge everyone to put down the newspapers and internet, and instead
find viable sources about global
warming from our library databases, scholarly articles, and
peer-reviewed professional
journals. Heck, the College of
Science and Engineering may
even know a thing or two about
this crazy weather.
So it occurred to me, while
shoveling snow for hours on
end, that global warming may
really exist! How can I say this
is possible? Global warming
has been linked to more extreme, unpredictable patterns,
such as the largest snow storm
in nearly 10 years or the near record number of hurricanes this
past year. It has been proved
that areas such as northern England and Ireland are having the
coldest winter temperatures on
record. But do you think that it
may have anything to do with
warmer temperatures melting

glaciers in the Arctic, sending
cold water south and changing
ocean current patterns? Or how
about the fact that Tokyo hasn't
experienced a snow-less winter
since 1876, and currently, is
without snow. Last year, it only
snowed once in Tokyo.
The truth is, and it is a splendid one indeed, is that we all
live in Minnesota. The same
people who don't believe in
global warming are the same
people digging out their cars
with Frisbees and no boots
and who complain that classes
aren't cancelled. This is Minnesota, and there will be snow.
For God's (or Allah's or your
mother's or whoever's) sake,
be prepared for the weather.
Buck up and go to class. It's
only snow.
Many
'global-warming
freaks' who spend most of their
time in SLC and Pasteur are
quite upset, from not only being called a freak, but also by
the environmental ignorance.
So here is a lesson to learn for
all the god freaks out there. I
think it would be a great idea
if all the students and faculty
got together tonight and had a
huge prayer circle hoping for
better weather. That would really help.
And by the way, Al Gore is
from Tennessee.
Poem for KSTP
Alex Carroll
Freshman
Computer Science Major
KSTP News had on their
page Thursday evening that
WSU was closed. After midnight they changed it to WSU
CLOSED FRIDAY. This is my
response to that:
Dear KSTP,
Please do not lie to me.
School closing is no joke,
you silly bloke!
For to work I was late
because of your blunder on this
date.
But thanks to you,
going to class I will not do.
An excuse of freezing rain
will rack my Prof's brain.

But alas,
never again will I watch you in
hopes of a cancelled class!
UPAC should focus on
comedy, not music
Jake Klocksien
Junior
Journalism major

UPAC events have included
Sugar Ray and Carrot Top. But
that is not intentional comedy;
that's "we paid to see Carrot
Top perform?" comedy.
There will always be a multitude of different tastes in music, leaving large groups of students disappointed, no matter
what band is chosen. Standup
comedians appeal to a much
broader audience; everyone
likes various genres in music,
but I don't know too many people who don't like to laugh. If
UPAC wants to start satisfying
a larger portion of the people
who are actually funding the
events, more comedy shows
would be the solution.

I suggest that UPAC changes
its "University Programming
Activities Committee" title to
"University Committee That
Meets Once a Week to Discuss Ways of Bringing Average Bands That No One Likes
to Campus in Order to Fluff the
Members' Resumes."
Every year, the anticipated
announcement of the WSU
spring concert brings more
frustration than anticipation to
ote
most students. If Cake is indeed
the only event taking place this
spring, then I will be among the
first to admit that I was wrong
re
when I didn't think that UPAC
could do any worse than they
did last year, when Bowling for
Soup performed (to an audience consisting mostly of local
pre-teens).
Assuming our annual Student Life fee of $120 is what
On0
funds UPAC events, many stun
dents aren't getting much for
their money when it comes to to
rs
the spring concerts. UPAC is mu
e or
by far the highest funded club
on campus and it doesn't make
sense to pick a mediocre band
and the same hypnotist that
performs every year—both of
fe
whom will eat up the rest of team
of rano.
the committee's yearly budget. number.
Why not begin having more co- rtt()14.s
The ffinatitt
medians perform?
ar s tfre
Excluding a select few, any and relevance when tteeessar
comedian would be available The Wino/tan tloesn‘'t edit or
to perform at Winona State and
grait110*4r. 9.r _ th
aeIti4t;z°i;
they would be much less expensive than virtually any concert
since there would only be one aleep
r''rp°e;.7Opera°,11:14
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e°
performer and less equipment
' !ItelEk0441'
d17'1
ciimi#,Y
' with university
setup necessary.
I know I'm not the only
Leiters m4,Y
student who would like to see
seinn tenYata. ed
s:
more comedy shows, rather mail to..l ;47;ne
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te
than random "big names" with
as
sought after in order to catch the; subject
the attention of students. After
all, those "big names" of past

ire
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Pennies for Peace

Winona State students raise money for children in Central Asia
Stephanie Magnuson
WINONAN
While a penny, even to most
college students, is virtually
worthless in America, it can
buy a pencil for a child in Afghanistan.
The Winona State University
Student International Reading
Association (S'IRA) is collecting Pennies for Peace.
The organization, Pennies
for Peace, is a program of the
Central Asia Institute with the
goal to raise money to promote
literacy and education of girls
in the remote regions of Central Asia.
The institute believes that
promoting education and literacy will help provide better
economic opportunities for the
children of Pakistan and Afghanistan.
According to penniesforpeace.org, "the penny, 1% of a
dollar, is symbolic of the '1%
of Gross Domestic Product'
goal set by the United Nations.

The goal was for the wealthy
countries to give foreign aid
to impoverished nations each
year."
Winona State student and
SIRA's president, Ashley Kline,
decided to launch the fundraiser after she saw author Greg
Mortenson speak on campus
during the Frozen River Film
Festival about his book, "Three
Cups of Tea: One Man's Mission to Promote Peace."
The book tells the story of
Mortenson's failed attempt to
climb Pakistan's Karakoram
Himalaya. Alone and starving,
Mortenson wandered to the impoverished village of Korphe.
Without proper school supplies or teachers, the children
of the village resorted to writing their multiplication tables
in the dirt.
Mortenson left the village
with the promise to return and
build a school. After raising
enough money, Mortenson returned and built the school.
Thirteen years later, Morten-

son has helped build 55 schools Lounge, the Nursing office in
Stark Hall 303 and the educain Central Asia.
The book's title, "Three tion department office in GildCups of Tea," is derived from emeister 132.
"I'm excited to see what we
the fact that the villagers offer
the first cup of tea for strangers, can do," Kline said, "Anything
a second cup for a friend and a can help. Even if we raise $100,
third cup for family.
After being inspired by
Mortenson, Kline launched
Pennies for Peace at Winona
State on Feb. 21.
"(His talk) was extremely
fascinating, and incredibly inspiring," Kline said.
The theme, which is 'Winona State students are worth
their weight in gold,' means
that students should donate as
many pennies as their weight in
pounds.
"We encourage only pennies, but of course we would
be happy to take any form of
money," Kline said.
Students and staff can bring
their loose change at one of
the three penny drop-offs on
campus including the Student
Union Office in the Art Tye

that helps."
The Pennies for Peace will
run through the end of April.
Reach Stephanie at
SEMagnus1264@winona.edu .
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MENU OF SERVICES

The Student International Reading Association organized a
penny drive at Winona State University.

Stoning At

Haircut (includes shampoo and dry)
Child's Cut (Ages 12 and under)
Special 0«osion Style
Color
Highlights
Perm
Facial
Manicure
Pedicure
Full Set of Artificial Nails
Fill on Artificial Nails

$10
$9
$21
$20
$30
$30
$17

Riverport Inn hosts
basketball game party

$12

$21
$25
$14

All services performed by supervised students.

Call today for your appointment!

608.783.7400
www.salonproacademy.com
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Winona's Riverport Inn
will host a viewing party for
the Men's basketball game
versus Bentley College at 7:30
p.m. today.
Cost is $5; doors open at
5:30 p.m.

This event is for people 21
years of age and older. There is
a cash bar and food available.
To order tickets call Dave at
(507) 452-0606.

Students experience Great Plains while earning credit
Carrie Mitchell
WINONAN
Since their arrival on campus
in the fall of 2000, professors
James Reidy and Rob Brault
have organized The Northern
Great Plains Experience for
Winona State students.
With the exception of one
summer, the program has been
going strong for four years, giving Winona State students the
opportunity to discover more
about the Great Plains.
The program takes students
across several states including

Nebraska and South Dakota
while visiting various landmarks, which include Pine
Ridge Indian Reservation,
Wounded Knee and the Badlands.
Camping, hiking, and horseback riding are a few of the activities the program includes.
"There's a lot ofjournaling,"
Brault said, "But the places that
we put you in are some of the
most beautiful locations in the
Great Plains and you will want
to write."
Reidy mostly enjoys watching his students' learning prog-

ress throughout the trip.
"It's amazing watching
students' ideas get more connected throughout the trip.
It's building through different
minds through conversation
and learning. Someone could
make a comment on day two
and someone would connect
back to that thought days later,"
Reidy said.
The group meets several
times prior to their departure to
prepare for the journey.
This summer's excursion is
from June 3 to 16 and returns
to campus on June 18, when the

student will reflect and process
what they have learned.
Space is limited and students
are encouraged to get their
names on the waiting list if they
are interested.
"Right now, the program is
full for this summer," Brault
said," but if you get your name
on a waiting list now you have a
better chance of getting a spot.
It isn't unusual for someone to
end up in a situation that keeps
them from going."
Representatives from The
Northern Great Plains Experience periodically make ap-

pearances in several classes to
promote the program and to get
people signed up for next summer.
The program fulfills six university studies credits and all
majors are welcome.
"There is always a wide variety of majors that attend," Reidy said.
For more information, contact James Reidy at JReidy@
winona.edu or Rob Brault at
RBrault@winona.edu .
Reach Carrie at
CLMitche6325@winona.edu .

Soldiers complete courses while serving in military
Craig Fitzsimmons
WINONAN
• Winona State student Dustin
Sicard will complete his spring
semester by taking online classes while serving in Iraq.
Sicard was deployed two
weeks ago, in the middle of
spring semester.

With Winona State's digital
recording equipment, Sicard's
professors can record their lectures and make them available
on the Internet.
His nutrition professor, Nancy Jensen, is recording all of
her lectures for him and sending the recordings to Winona
State's media services.

LIGHT MANUAL LABOR - TEMP POSMON
Cigarette is looking for qualified college student
to smoke it. Must be able to lift cigarette to
mouth and inhale. People without lungs need
not apply. Part-time to start, but will almost dertainly advance to full-time, lifelong employment.
No quitters, please.

ReSearoft ':0`9'6 that most .iturients who .ioy
•
thayll quit 9moking after coilep

State student to
take classes while
in the military.
Mike Adams, a
sophomore at Winona State, took
12 credits when
he was serving in
Iraq and Afghanistan.
"They were online classes, and
they went fine,"
Adams said.
Jensen, who
has taught online
classes before,
said Sicard will
also be able to
take
tests online.
Anna Ligocki/WINONAN
"I
will have to
Nancy Jensen, a nutrition professor at Winona State, is one of a few proretype
the tests
fessors who are recording their classes to send to soldiers so they can
for
him
and place
complete the credits while in Iraq.
them online,"
Jensen said.
Tom Hill, director of media
"This will be helpful for stuJensen
said
it could end up
services, said when he receives dents with disabilities as well,"
being
a
real
mess,
but she is
the recordings, he converts it to Hill said.
willing
to
make
it
work.
an mp3 and puts it on D2L.
Hill said Science Laboratory
Jensen told Sicard that if he
Winona State is in the pro- Center auditorium already has
had
to choose between an excess of changing its recording recording equipment installed,
tra
pair
of socks or the nutrition
equipment from analog to digi- which makes this process much
book
to
avoid exceeding the
tal.
easier.
weight
limit,
he should take the
"In the past when students
"Sicard is more or less the
and faculty have come to media Guinea pig of this process," socks.
services and requested an audio Hill said.
Reach Craig at CJFitzrecorder we have checked out a
Hill said this won't cost very
si6867@winona.edu .
cassette recorder, what we are much for Winona State.
moving to is digital recorders
"We are going to make our
— this will allow the recorded best effort to make this work,"
media to be transferred to the he said.
user's computer," Hill said.
Sicard is not the first Winona
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Roberts: 1300' defines what a good action movie should be
Jonathan Roberts
WINONAN

No movie has ever glorified
killing in such a tasteful and
artful way.
"300" was originally written
in 1998 as a graphic novel by
Frank Miller and Lynn Varley,
and easily adapted to the screen
by director Zack Snyder and
his team.
Taking liberties in retelling
the story of the Battle of Thermopylae, "300" has been recreated as one of the greatest ac-

If you're not a
9-5 person,
how about
11-2, 4-7, or 6-11?
Here's a job that'll fit into any
schedule. If you like flexible hours
and great pay at a place where
you can see and meet friends, call
us (when you have the time). E.O.E.
.V14:›41..6 ,
/

1441 Service Drive Winona,
MN 5987

(507) 457 - 8191

tans in their
stand against
Prince Xerxes, and the
second is a
raging, violent storm that
smashes the
Persian fleet
against the
rocky Greek
shores.
But in the
morning after
the storm, the
shoreline has
become a city
AP Photo/Warner Bros.
of evil, a Per- Actors Vincent Regan, left, and Gerard Butler are shown in a still from the
sian military action drama "300." The tale of the Spartan battle of Thermopylae as seen
metropolis.
through the unique eyes of graphic novelist Frank Miller captured the top
The Spar- spot at the box office over the weekend, commanding a take of nearly $71
tans are million to become the year's first blockbuster.
shocked by
how many
characterized is historically in- the right to own property when
Persians made it out of the correct but is still awesome.
compared to other cultures.
storm alive and the Thespians
The Spartans (good guys)
On the nerd side of me, I
express their concerns to King don't wear any armor, which is thought it was awesome how
Leonidas.
super bad-ass and gives the la- closely the movie followed
The King laughs, and as the dies something to dream about. Miller's original graphic novel.
first wave of Persians hurry up The Persians always have ar- Snyder more or less transplantthe hill to meet the 300 soldiers, mor or retreat because they're ed the book's frames to the
Leonidas tells them not to wor- made to look like a bunch of screen and filled in the gaps.
ry about how many Persians slaves and pansies.
Nothing was taken out and reare alive on the beach, but how
The coloring of the movie ally only the Queen's side of the
many Persians will lie dead by was even manipulated to am- story was added, and I really do
their feet at nightfall.
plify the awesomeness of the think it added to the film.
"300" is not historically ac- Spartans. For example, they
"300" defines what a good
curate. If it was, I bet it would used a blue screen most of action movie should be. If you
be a lot less exciting. There the time because it shows the need to shield your eyes at the
was a real Battle of Thermopy- color red (Spartan capes, Per- sight of naked breasts or lots
lae between a massive Persian sian blood) better than a green of good old fashioned violence
army and a small contingent of screen.
makes you queasy, you probSpartans and other Greeks, but
Just the way that the two ably will not enjoy "300."
that is the extent of historical sides were dressed helped to
If, however, you like beautiaccuracy.
separate them. The Spartans ful, nearly naked men dripping
The inaccuracy of it is what had a simplistic set up with a with sweat and decapitating an
makes the movie so awesome. loin, boots, shield, sword and army of filthy slaves, then you
The exaggerated blood sprays, spear, accented by a bright should take comfort in knowthe choreographed fight scenes, crimson cape. The Persians had ing there is a movie tailored
even the way the two sides were a lot of jewelry and ornamen- just for you.
tation, and dull earth tones in
This week my adviser told
410110 WM NNW WM WON
I
their clothing.
me that there were 48 limbs
Mad Betsy 1441nmson
To make it more modern, the hacked off, 14 decapitations,
feminist aspect was also shown hundreds of spears through
through an added story aspect. bodies and 950,000 arrows
In the book, King Leonidas' fired in "300."
queen doesn't have as big of a
Whoever says that advisers
role as in the movie. She exerts never do anything for you are
authority, has the respect of her full of crap.
people and she even kills a really important bad guy.
Reach Jonathan at
In the real Sparta, women JPRobert.1732@winona.edu .
did have a fair amount of privileges such as education and

tion movies of all time.
During the fifth century B.C.
in southern Greece, Prince Xerxes, the god-king of the million-man Persian army, has
been quickly expanding his
empire. Several Greek states
have already fallen to the Persian Empire and Sparta is next
in line.
A Persian emissary tells the
Spartan King Leonidas that
Prince Xerxes demands a tribute of "earth and water," and
in the "Spartan way," Leonidas
throws him down a well.
Sparta's defiance frustrates
Xerxes and in response, the
god-king sails his massive
army north of Sparta to build
a camp and descend on King
Leonidas.
King Leonidas climbs a
dangerous mountain to ask the
Ephors, ancient mystics whose
prophecies are easily swayed
by the power of the purse, if he
can march to meet the enemy.
They neglect his request due to
the summer festival and King
Leonidas returns to Sparta dismayed, but not defeated.
King Leonidas gathers 300
of his best soldiers and tells
the distraught council members
that he is just "going for a walk"
with his 300 best bodyguards.
As the council members detest,
the eager King Leonidas smirks
as he marches his troops to the
Hot Gates, a strategic path in
the northlands that he will use
to his advantage against the
Persians.
As the Spartans ascend to
the Hot Gates, they are greeted by two pleasant surprises.
The first in the form of 700
Thespians, free Greeks who
have come to aid the Spar-
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International club
hosts spring dinner

'Shakespeare in the
Park' auditions to
be held today
Auditions will be held at 5
p.m. today and tomorrow in the
Performing Arts Center greenroom for the annual performance of "Shakespeare in the
Park."
"Shakespeare in the Park" is
an annual production sponsored
by the campus theater club, The
Wenonah Players. The show
consists of eight 5-10 minute
classic Shakespearean scenes,
skits, songs and farces. Performance dates are at 2 p.m., April
21-22 at the Lake Park Band
Shell.
This year's production will
include scenes from Shakespeare's "Taming of the Shrew,"
"As You Like It," "Cymbeline," "Julius Caesar," "Othello
and The Tempest," as well as
a scene from Tom Stoppard's
"Rosencrantz" and "Guildenstern Are Dead."
In addition, performers are
needed for musical interludes,
an "American Pie" rendition of

the story of
Hamlet, gay
advice to
the women
of Shakespeare's tragedies and an
Elizabethan
improvisational debate.
No preparation or
monologue
is needed for
the audition,
just come
ready to read
and move.
All experience levels are encouraged to participate. This is
a great opportunity to get involved in acting and the Winona State Theatre Depaitment in
a low stress level performance,
with flexible rehearsal scheduling.
For more information, con

Winona State University's for ,children ages five and unInternational Club will host its der.
Tickets are on sale in the
annual Spring Dinner Saturday,
March 31, at 5:30 p.m. in East lower hyphen, Kryzsko Commons.
Hall, Kryzsko Commons.
Tickets are also available by
The theme of the dinner is
"Here's My Story: Understand- calling the International Student Service Office at (507)
ing Other Cultures in WSU."
A silent auction and artifact 457-5303.
For more information e-mail
display begins at 4:30 p.m., folthe International Club at interlowed by dinner at 5:30 p.m.
Ticket cost is $10 for stu- nationaldinner@winona.edu .
dents, $15 for adults and free

Winona State series
displays illustrations
tact Meggan Massie at mmmassie4487@winona.edu for
more information or if you are
unable to attend the auditions
during the scheduled time and
would still like to be considered
for casting.

Winona State University's
Celebration of the Book will
display children's book illustrations at the Winona Public Library through Saturday, March
31.
The Bell Art Room exhibit
includes facsimiles of work by
Nancy Carlson, Gustav Tenggren, Chris Van Allsburg, Tomie DePaola and others.
The Bell Art Room is on the
second floor of the Winona Public Library, 151 W. Fifth St.
Housed at the Elmer L. An-

dersen library at the University
of Minnesota's Minneapolis
campus, the collection began
with gifts by St. Paul doctor Irwin Kerlan.
Today the non-circulating collection of children's
literature includes more than
100,000 books and one million
pieces of art.
For more information, visit
the Web site at: http://www.
winona.edu/celebtrationofthebook/.

Are you graduating with a
bachelor's in math, physics,
chemistry, biology, etc?
Would you like to become
l icensed to teach your subject
in a middle or high school
in one year?
WSU-Rochester has a program
that includes course work and
a full-year internship in a
classroom. It all begins

Mayll!
Contact phaack@winona.edu
ASAP for information

SWIM TEAM COACHING POSITIONS !!!
Head & Assistant Coach needed for
summer youth competitive program
Previous coaching exp.,
current CPR & lifeguard certification,
and ASCA Level 1 certification required.
Past participation in
competitive swimming a plus.
Practices at local pools - May to August
PM spring session & AM summer session
Monday - Friday
Attendance required at meets on weekends
Send letter of application, resume, references,
& copies of required certifications by 3/26
Winona Swim Club; 55 Lois Ln; Winona, MN 5598
tmor•an@hbci.com
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King takes first, Magnuson third at indoor nationals
Adam Stanek
WINONAN
For the first time in Windna
State University history, the
Warriors have two indoor women's track and field All-Americans and a top-10 team finish at
the NCAA Division II National
Indoor Track Championships.
Senior weight thrower Emily King and senior pole vaulter
Bria Magnuson represented
Winona State at the championships on March 9-10.
King had a huge weekend as
she won the championship for
the weight throw.
Her toss of 60-feet-nine-and
a-half inches beat out the second place finisher by 17-and ahalf inches.
"This is probably one of the
most successful things I've
done at Winona State," King
said.
She has had tremendous success as a Winona State athlete
as this is her third All-American

award as she's finished second
in last year's indoor and third
in last year's outdoor championships.
King admitted that winning
the championship this year was
bittersweet.
"I wasn't expected to win
last year and this year, I barely
made
the finals so
it turned
o u t
okay."
King
struggled
in the
King
champ i onship preliminaries as she
scratched on her first two
throws and only placed eighth
in preliminaries.
Only the top nine get to compete in the final round.
In the final round, King rebounded strongly as she put
together her third best throw of

the season to win the championship.
"I just tried to do what I
know how to do," said King,
referring to how she got back
in the competition.
The Warriors success didn't
end there as Magnuson put together a strong effort as she finished third in the pole vault.
Magnuson faced some tough
competition in the championships as she finished behind
Kaitlyn Raines from Minnesota
State who broke the national
record by 11 inches, and Angie
Aguilar from Abilene Christian
who won the indoor championship last year.
"It would have felt better to
win it, but it was good to finish third," Magnuson said as
she sounded somewhat disappointed.
"She's a true competitor,"
Winona State coach Mason
Rebarchek said, commenting
on Magnuson's statement.This
was the second time Magnuson has won an All-American

award in track and field as she
finished eight in the outdoor
championships last year.
"Having been there for outdoor, it's nice to already have
the experience," Magnuson
said.
This is the second time King
and Magnuson brought home
twoAll-Americanhonors as they
both
did it
for last
year's
outdoor
squad.
"It
was
very exciting,"
Magnuson
Rebarchek
said referring to the championships this year. "They both
did very well. I'm very proud
of them. They both did what I
hoped for them to do."
Overall, the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference
did very well as a whole as

six women brought home allAmerican honors.
"Our conference just keeps
getting better and better and
I'm just proud to be a part of
it," Rebarchek said.
Despite Winona State finishing third in the NSIC championships, the Warriors had one
of its most successful seasons
as an indoor track team as they
were ranked tenth in the NCAA
Division II women's power
rankings.
Those results were also reflected in the national meet, as
they finished in a tie for tenth
with Nebraska-Omaha.
The Warrior throwers will
kick off the outdoor season as
they will travel to Wartburg
College in Waverly, Iowa, for
the Wartburg Open.
Winona State's entire team
won't compete in their first outdoor meet until March 31 when
they travel to Rock Island, Ill.
for the Viking Olympics.

One-on-One: Greg Oden or Kevin Durant?
Which stud freshman will make the better NBA player?

Scott Swanson
Sports Editor
Scott: I can admit when I'm
wrong. And boy was I wrong
about Texas and Kevin Durant.
I picked the Longhorns to reach
the Final Four and my bracket
took a beating for it over the
weekend. I don't know what
got into me. Actually, I do—in
the week leading up to the big
dance, Texas beat Texas A&M
and came oh-so-close to beating Kansas in the Big 12 title

game. Oh well. I should have their right mind would read our
considered that Durant hurts revised tournament picks even
his team as much as he helps it if we had credibility, who do
because the guy puts up about you think is the better NBA
40 shoots a game. He shoots prospect between Oden and
and misses more than Chandler Durant?
MacLean during a night out
Scott: There is no doubt in
at the local bars. Speaking of my mind that it's Greg Oden.
Chandler, how's your bracket Oden may not score like Durant,
but he doesn't hog the ball near
holding up, big shooter?
Chandler: My bracket is, as as much either. Further, Oden's
has always been the case, trash influence on the defensive end
after the first weekend. I, too, of the court alone is enough to
pegged Texas to reach the Fi- make him a lottery pick. Add
nal Four. But the Longhorns in his offensive game and imweren't ousted in the second mense room for improvement
round because of Durant. On and Oden could truly be a spethe contrary, most everything cial player. I also like Oden's
Texas accomplished this season mind-set. He's a very smart
was thanks to Durant. Speaking young man who is determind to
of Durant, and since no one in win consistently at every level,
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doing whatever it takes in the
process. Who would you rather
have on your team?
Chandler: I'd call it a push.
I don't think an NBA franchise
could go wrong either way and
I don't see any reason to put
one over the other. For all the
reasons you just mentioned,
Oden is a surefire all-star. For
all the reasons I'm about to lay
out, Durant is too. The lanky
Longhorn is 6-foot-9, can play
FOUR positions and is most
comparable to a freaky hybrid
of Kevin Garnett and Tracy
McGrady. He just wrapped up
a freshman season in which
he averaged 25.8 points, 11.1
rebounds, 1.9 blocks and 1.9
steals. And before you go yap-

Chandler MacLean
Sports Reporter
ping about ball hogging, consider this. Durant's first-year
shooting percentages: .473 percent from the floor, .816 from
the line and .404 from beyond
the arc. Hot damn. Now go look
up Oden's first-year statistics.
Scott: Well I looked up the
numbers and saw OSU sitting
at No. 1 in the country and still
alive. Either way, both should
have great pro careers.

The Perspective: Elite Eight preview
After a remarkable and improbable run, the unbeaten
Warriors are back in Massachusets for a chance at a second
consecutive national championship.
But it won't come easy.
The road to the title kicks
off tonight with an Elite Eight
showdown between the two
top-ranked teams in the nation.
The country's only other unbeaten team, Bentley (32-0),
should be the Warriors toughest
opponent yet.

And the Warriors and Falcons are two different teams.
Bentley is a solid all-around
team with eight players averaging more than 16 minutes per
game.
Winona State has six players
averaging at least 16 minutes a
gaine.
The Falcons' three leading
scorers average between 12 and
13 points per game.
The Warriors have three
players averaging more than
14, two (John Smith and Zach

Malvik) at more than 16 per.
Winona State will bring in
the more potent offense, averaging 86.5 points per game to
Bentley's 73.7.
Should the Warriors get by
the solid all-around and unbeaten Falcons, they will play the
winner of No. 16 Montevallo
and No. 10 Central Missouri.
Montevallo has won 19 in
a row to Central Missouri's 8game win streak.
In case you missed it, Montevallo was the No. 2 play dur-

Eight sits Wingate, a
team that the Warriors
defeated 91-78 in Deing a recent ESPN
cember.
Sportscenter top
Unranked Wingate
10 plays of the
will face No. 12 Cal
day. The Falcons
State-San Bernardino,
(again Falcons,
with
the victor set to
yes) hit a near
half-court shot at Scott Swanson face the winner of No.
6 Grand Valley State
the buzzer to win
Sports Editor
and No. 20 Barton.
64-61 and advance
The
Warriors
already defeatto the Elite Eight.
Look for Greg Brown (20.5 ed No. 7 Mankato State, who
ppg) and Marcus Kennedy defeated No. 5 Metro State in
(19.6) to lead Montevallo to the the semifinals of the nation's
strongest region.
final four.
All in all, it should be a great
On the other side of the Elite
Elite Eight.

Softball team still trying to find identity early in season
Matt Huss
WINONAN

"That's been our biggest
thing," Jones said. "A one-run
inning has been a rally for us
because
right now it takes us
Through 17 games, the Winona State University softball three hits to score a run—or at
team is still searching for an least two hits with a little execution in between—when in
identity.
the
past we were able to hit the
In years past, the Warriors
were able to rely on their big ball in the gap or over the fence
bats to win games and had and have instant offense.
"Offensively, we're still tryvirtually no trouble putting up
a crooked number when they ing to find ourselves."
The Warriors are also trying
needed it the most.
to
find
that clutch hitter who is
This year, however, has been
able
to
get the late-inning hit
a different story, as head coach
Greg Jones continues to try and with the game on the line.
In the 3-2, 10-inning loss to
answer some important offenSaginaw
Valley State on March
sive questions.
8,
the
Warriors
failed three
Jones' team lost half of its
total offensive production from times—in the 8th, 9th and 10th
a season ago to graduation, in- innings—to score a runner from
cluding its RBI leader and its second base with one out or less.
all-time home run queen. Now, In both the 1-0 loss to Truman
with multiple freshmen and State on Saturday and in the 3newcomers receiving signifi- 2 loss to Northwest Missouri
cant playing time and starting State on Sunday, the Warriors
spots, Jones has been forced to failed to convert on a situation
mix and match his lineup from where they had runners on first
game to game in hopes that it and second with one out in the
top of the seventh.
would shake itself out.
"We've put ourselves in the
It hasn't happened.
position
to win games but just
The Warriors (10-7) have
didn't
finish
the deal," Jones
been shut out four times this
season, compared to being said. "We've been putting one
blanked just six times in 57 or two hits together, but we're
games a year ago. But the most just not getting that third hit—
troubling aspect is the fact that that big hit."
However, junior centerfieldJones' squad has left a total of
er
Chelsea Rosenow has been
115 runners stranded on base
the
lone exception thus far. A
through 17 games.

returning all-conference player,
Rosenow managed a two-out
single that scored junior Karyn
Koehnle from second base in
the bottom of the seventh inning to give Winona State a 3-2
victory over Grand Valley State
in the second game of a doubleheader March 6.
"I think (Rosenow) is very
capable of being a clutch hitter for
us this
year,"
Jones
said.
"But
I just
think
that everyone
Rosenow
else is
so new
to it that we don't know who
else is going to step up yet."
Rosenow and senior leftfielder Lindsay Rosicky are
easily at the top of the late-inning wish list when it comes to
players being asked to perform
in the clutch.
Both earned all-conference
honors last season and are the
only two players who've started at least three games this season to boast a batting average
over .289.
Rosicky, a speedy lead-off
hitter who led the Warriors in
runs (48) and hits (68) last sea-

son, is currently leading the
team with an intimidating .467
batting average and 28 hits.
Rosicky also set the tone for the
new faster. and more aggressive
style of play Jones wishes to
implement this year by going 4for-4 at the plate with two runs
and five stolen bases in Winona
State's season-opening 6-2 victory over the University of Science of Philadelphia March 3.
"I guarantee that I stole third
base more in that first week
than I've done in my previous
six years," Jones said. "And, in
that first double-header (against
USP), I went back-to-back
suicide squeezes, which I've
never done before. We put up
a crooked number without the
ball leaving the infield."
But Rosenow has the ability to put up a crooked number
with one swing of the bat. Her
.431 batting average and 22 hits

are second only to Rosicky, and
her 12 RBI leads the team.
"Right now, Chelsea's just
our best hitter," Jones said,
"and Lindsay was just out-ofher-head on fire. She was just
crazy."
While Rosicky and Rosenow
anchor a batting lineup filled
with questions and spots waiting to be won, the same goes
for Jenny Stannis and the rest
of the pitching rotation.
The No. 2 spot behind Stannis has yet to be determined.
Junior Kristen Fossell is 3-2
with a 2.01 ERA and freshman
Kayla Kastenemeier's demeanor and team-leading 1.93 ERA
has impressed coaches.
"Jenny's a clear cut No. 1 at
this point, but there's no answer
behind her," Jones said. "But,
at the same time, it's a good answer because we found out that
they can all get it done."

Looking for a gym? $27.95
10 Tans

Special!

$179

1 Year Membership
No Joining Fee

$24.95
1 Month Tanning

30% off

w/ Package
Purchase

All Major Label Lotions

BoardwIlk
Fitness S Tanning

Cal Tan, Supree, Nitro & More

Open Until Midnight
71 West 3rd Street, Downtown Winona
507-452-7133
The gym business that stays in business.
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Warriors' most successful season in recent memory ends
Matt Huss
WINONAN

to the basketball team's leading scorer and rebounder; and
where Lutz, a natural forward,
The most recent chapter may played out of position at point
have ended, but the rags-to- guard when Krueger wasn't in
riches story of the Winona State and finished fourth on the team
University women's basketball in scoring.
After going 10-18 overall
team has only just begun.
The Warriors' Cinderella and 3-11 in conference play last
season came to a sudden and season and being tabbed to findisheartening end in a 77-70 ish no higher than sixth by the
loss to Wayne State in the first coaches in the preseason poll,
round of the Northern Sun In- the Warriors (15-12, 11-7) surtercollegiate Conference tour- passed expectations, surprised
nament, but Scott Ballard's many and transformed themselves from a conference doorclub made dramatic strides.
mat to
When Ballard arrived two
a conyear ago, he took over a proference
gram in total disarray. With no
conrecruiting class and just four retender.
turning players, he was forced
0 f
to fill his roster with six non-recourse,
cruited walk-ons.
nothing
The Warriors won just
came
three games that year—none
easy.
at home—and took last in the
The
Reimer
NSIC.
transfer
Just three of the current Warof last
riors—Kayleigh Lutz, Shelby
season's
leading
scorer,
point
Krueger and Amanda Reimer
—took part in Ballard's first guard Liz Buttke, left Krueger
as the team's only true floor
season at the helm.
Krueger made the team general. The sudden departure
through open tryouts, Reimer of the team's lone senior and
moved from the Winona State leading scorer, Leslie Ross, who
volleyball team to the basket- opted to quit rather than run off
ball court and Lutz was re- a punishment for "conduct detrimencruited by former coach Terri
tal to the
Sheridan.
team,"
"Those three know what
at midit felt like to be the bottom
season
feeder and have people not reput
even
spect them and get their brains
more
beat out," Ballard said. "There
preswere games when Shelby was
sure on
a freshman and was crying
Reimer
because she was getting manLutz
a n d
handled and we were getting it
thrust
handed to us. She wanted out of
sophomore
center
Jamie
Majethe game but it was like 'Shelrowicz
into
the
starting
lineup.
by, look at the bench, we don't
But the Warriors persevered,
have anyone else.'"
Fast-forward to the 2006-07 as Majerowicz and Reimer each
season, when Ballard described scored 15 points en route to an
Krueger as "the smartest basket- emotional upset victory over
ball player I've ever coached;" Concordia-St. Paul just hours
where Reimer evolved from after Ross had quit on them.
After the game, the Warriors
the volleyball team's setter
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waited outside
the locker room
for their coach,
smiling, clapping and hollering in delight,
causing Ballard
to break down
and cry out of
gratification and
pride.
From there,
"that other Winona State basketball team"
went on to fall
just one win.
shy of tying the
school record
for wins in a
season, and a
lost tiebreaker
prevented it
from hosting a
first-round conference tournament game for
the first time
ever after finishing tied for
fourth place in
the NSIC.
"Our main
goal before the
Doug Sundin/WINONAN
season started
Jamie Majerowicz drives the lane. The sophomore, who took over as startwas to try to get
ing post-player midway through the season, averaged 8.7 points a game.
in the top four,
and we accomSophomores Lutz and Molly certain. The junior finished her
plished that," Ballard said. "A Anderson will return on the pe- degree last fall and must decide
lot of people probably would rimeter, along with freshmen if she wants to enroll in graduhave laughed at us if they knew sharpshooters Nikki Fleck and ate school in order to take adthat was one of our goals."
Anna Wurtz, who received sig- vantage of the year of athletic
Nobody's laughing now, as nificant minutes. Majerowicz, eligibility she has remaining.
the Warriors will return to the a sophomore who exploded for
"Selfishly, I want her to come
court next year a more experi- a career-high 30 points in the back," Ballard said. "But does
enced, dangerous and hungry tournament loss to Wayne, and she just want to move on with
team.
freshman Bonnie Bjorke, who her life or does she love basket"They got a taste of win- showed flashes of great things ball enough that she wants to be
ning," Ballard said. "They be- to come down the stretch, will in on what we think will be an
lieve they can win, they proved be back manning the paint. even better season next year?
to themselves and everybody Added to the mix will be It's a tough decision."
else that they're one of the top Champlin Park High School's
Aside from Krueger's diteams in the league now and all-time leading scorer, forward lemma, the only question rearen't bottom feeders anymore. Natalie Gigler, who signed on
maining is whether or not Hol"But now the goals go up. with Ballard in November.
lywood has requested the rights
Now we want to try to win the
However, whether or not to the Warriors' feel-good story
darn thing and get into the na- Krueger returns to help write yet.
tional tournament."
the next chapter remains un-

Warriors headed back to Elite Eight
Chandler MacLean
WINONAN

these people."
ence tournament championship
Here's a quick look back at brought their win streak to 52
the conference and North Cen- games, tying the all-time D-II
It's been three weeks since tral Region tournaments. mark. With a 100-73 win over
The Northern Sun Intercol- St. Cloud State in the opening
your friendly WINONAN staff
put an edition to print. The de- legiate Conference was well- round of the North Central Relightful dilemma: our spring represented in its conference gion tournament, the Warriors
breaking hiatus came amid an tournament. Speaking of which, broke the all-time record.
Here's a game-by-game look
especially historic stretch of while getting a little ahead of
season for the Winona State myself, why on earth was Wi- at the Warriors' regional run.
North Central opening round
University men's basketball nona State the only NSIC team
in
the
Region
tournament?
:
(field of 64), Winona State 100,
team.
Regional No. 6 seed Ad- St. Cloud 73.
How 'bout them Warriors?
Winona Senior High School
You probably know at least part ams State, an at-large bid from
the
Rocky-Mountain
Athletic
graduate
David Dreas returned
of the answer. But since this
magical run deserves as much Conference, entered the tour- as SCSU's top player and the
ink and fanfare as possible, nament with a 16-13 win-loss Warriors were going for the rerecord. Meanwhile, Southwest cord-breaking win.
let's do some catching up.
The top billing faded quickWhere to begin? 7:30 to- Minnesota State, the NSIC
night seems reasonable. For runner-up and Region tourney ly, however, as the Warriors
the second year in a row, and snub, finished the season 20- outscored the Huskies 54-34 in
55 wins later, the Warriors (33- 10—three of those losses came the second half.
"Now that it's over with,
0) won the NCAA Division II to national No. 1 Winona State.
North Central Region. At 7:30 Huh? Doesn't add up. Food for nobody has to ask about it any
p.m., they'll open play in the thought: Steve Kirkham, ath- more," Malvik said of the reD-II Elite Eight against Bentley letic director of R-MAC school cord-breaker. "That's the best
Colorado-Colorado Springs, thing. Now we don't have to
(Mass.) College (32-0).
"I cannot tell you what a chaired the North Central seed- worry about it and we can just
special group this is," Warriors ing committee. It's way after focus on our next game. "
Malvik led all scorers with
coach Mike Leaf said. "Coach- the fact to be vilifying people,
30 points, Smith scored 16,
ing is, one thing, but you have but I'm just saying.
Anyway, it wasn't long be- Flowers 15 and freshman David
to surround yourself with great
people, and I've got a fantas- fore the NSIC tournament Johnson 10. Dreas led SCSU
tic coaching staff and I've got turned into the Jonte Flowers with 19 points.
Observation: Is there a more
fantastic players. They are and John Smith show.
Smith averaged 18.3 points, certain basket than Malvik in
absolutely awesome. I am so
blessed to be able to be around 12.3 rebounds, 2.6 blocks, 2.3 transition? Seriously, the guy
assists and was named tourna- could finish a fast break layup
ment MVP. Flowers av- in a snow storm. Amazing body
eraged 23 points, 5.3 re- control and concentration.
bounds, 3.6 assists, 2.6 Malvik averaged 27.33 points
steals and was named to on .595 percent shooting, 5.33
the all-tournament team assists, 3.66 rebounds, 1.66
with Smith and senior steals in the regional. He was
guard Zach Malvik. named tournament MVP. It was
"I thought Jonte a no-brainer.
played great and I
North Central semifinals
thought John played (field of 32), Winona State 81,
great," SMSU coach Nebraska-Kearney 70.
Greg Stemen said.
The Warriors trailed at half"(Smith) is as good as time, 36-35, for just the second
I've ever seen come time all season, but went on a
through the league and 21-5 run late in the second half
Flowers is probably as to go in front for good.
good as anyone I've
Smith came within one block
seen come through the of his first career triple-double
Doug Sundin/WINONAN
league, too."
(at any level), finishing with 22
Winona State celebrates winning
The
Warriors'
conferpoints, 15 rebounds and nine
the North Central Region.

Doug Sundin/WINONAN

Winona State's Zach Malvik drives to the hoop during the
Warriors' 89-76 win over Minnesota-State Mankato.

blocks. Malvik scored 21 and
Johnson had 14.
"He's a great player," UNK
senior and all-region performer
Dusty Jura said of Smith. "The
thing about him is he's only going to get better because he's
only a junior."
Side note: Hell yeah for the
hospitality room. Credentialsonly for catering and rubbing
shoulders with dignitaries. All
you had to do was flash a press
pass, grab a plate and step in
line. Bacon-wrapped scallops,
fresh fruit and veggie trays,
carrot cake, sesame chicken,
chicken tortilla soup, ice cream
sandwiches, bratwurst and polish sausages. Class, class, class.
Although after a two days of
stuffing face with Ramaley and
the like, I'd had enough.
North Central final (Sweet
Sixteen), Winona State 89,
Minnesota State Mankato 76.
What a game. That's all I
could say after this one. Backand-forth, up-and-down, toe-to-

toe. Outside of Winona State,
I've yet to watch any of the
other teams who've advanced
to the Elite Eight, but for my
money, these teams are No. 1
and 2 in the nation.
Malvik scored 31, Flowers
16, Smith 15 and Johnson 14.
Malvik was named tournament
MVP and Smith made the alltournament team. '
Observation: this was an instant classic. Put MSU in the
NSIC and you'll have a truly
special rivalry.
"They were phenomenal,"
Leaf said. "They have such a
great program over there. You
hear rumors about having them
join our league. Man, it'll be a
tough league to compete against
them all the time."
And that's three special, historic, unbelievable weeks in a
nutshell. Belive me, a ton was
left out. Not to worry though,
the WINONAN is done taking
weeks off and we'll be all access in Massachusetts.
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Planning to quit smoking after college? The odds are against you.
Research shows most students who say they'll quit smoking right after college...can't.

For help, call (888) 354-PLAN

Warriors win five of nine in Fla.
for 3 and scored one run.
Ronnie Olson had a solid effort as well, going 2 for 4 withWhile some may have spent three runs and an RBI.
Don Erdall got the win for
spring break lazing around Winona, the Winona State Uni- the Warriors, pitching six inversity baseball team spent its nings, only giving up one run
on five hits and struck out six
spring break in Florida.
However, the Warriors batters in 21 at-bats.
Winona State's batting fired
weren't exactly on break. They
up
the next day as the Warriors
played nine games in six days
scored
27 runs in two games.
in Fort Myers.
In the first game, Winona
The Warriors got off to a hot
State
defeated St. Rose Universtart as they went 4-0 in the
sity
N.Y.
(2-2) 16-12.
first four games, but hit a tough
Again, it was Barrone leadstretch and lost four of their last
ing the charge as he went 3 for
five to go 5-4 for the week.
5 with
Winona State started the
one
run
week with a double-header
a n d
against Coker College (S.C.).
seven
The Warriors (5-6) went into
RBIs.
the match-up against Coker (4The
12) looking for their first win of
second
the season.
game
Winona State stole the vicof the
tory in a hard earned 3-2 win in
doublethe first game.
Barrone
header
The Warriors were led by
against
Ben Barrone, who went 2 for 3
Kentucky
Wesleyan
went
in Wiincluding a solo home run to put
nona State's favor as they won
them ahead 3-2 in the sixth.
Junior centerfielder Mike 11-4 in a nine-inning game.
The Warriors got solid efWendland also went 2 for 3
forts from the entire rotation.
with an RBI.
From the mound, Justin
From the mound, Bryan Ruff
Kunderman
got the win by
earned the victory after pitching
pitching
five
innings,
allowing
six innings and giving up only
three runs on six hits and four
three hits and two runs.
The Warriors followed up strikeouts in 20 at-bats.
The Warriors got a day off
with an even bigger win as they
before they played again on
blew away Coker 9-1.
Sophomore Brett (Cotton- March 7. However, the Wareyed Joe) Maxwell had a fan- riors were dealt a bad hand
tastic game bgtting as he led when starting pitcher Brad
Winona State going 2 for 4 with Bjerke broke his hand and
wasn't able to start in one of
four RBIs.
the
team's toughest games yet
Senior Ryan Manske went 2
against Florida Gulf Coast.

Adam Stanek
WINONAN
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"It threw a wrench in our
schedule," Winona State coach
Kyle Poock said. "We had to
change our rotation for the remaining games of the week."
As a result, Winona State
only won one of its next four.
The Warriors got shut out
against No. 24 Florida Gulf
Coast 10-0 in their March 7
game.
Winona State followed that
up with two tough losses in a
double-header against Seton
Hill, Penn., 7-3 and 16-6.
The Warriors rebounded the
next day by getting a 4-2 victory against Assumption, Mass.
Winona State got a solid effort out of catcher Kyle Collins, who went 2 for 4 with one
run and two RBIs.
Ruff pitched a solid 6.1 inning effort with two runs on
three hits and nine strikeouts
but Lee Trocinski picked up the
win for the Warriors by closing
out the seventh inning.
Unfortunately, Winona State
couldn't sweep the doubleheader as Assumption won the
second game 3-1.
"We wanted to have a winning record down there," Poock
said. "We should have finished
6-3, but it wasn't a bad week,
but we'll take it."
The Warriors will play
Northern State in this weekend's Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference opener.
"It's our conference opener so we hope to win all four
games," Poock said.
Winona State could potentially host Northern State this
weekend if Northern's field is
not playable.

despite getting victories from Michele
Bailey at No. 1 singles and Megan Hertz
at No. 2 singles.
In their final match
in SOuth Carolina,
the Warriors fell to
Stonehill (Mass.) 63.
Bailey and Hertz
both picked up wins
yet again and also
combined for another
win at No. 1 doubles.
The Warriors followed up the three
South Carolina
matches with a pair
of matches in Emporia, Kan.
Doug Sundin/WINONAN
They lost 9-0 to
Winona State's Aaron Lentz hits a
both Emporia State
forehand. The freshman No. 2 singles
(Kan.) and Washburn
player won three matches over break.
(Kan.).
Most recently, the
Warriors returned
home and fell to Nebraska-Kearney 6-3 on March 14.
The men's tennis team played
Kearney on the same day, also
falling 6-3.
Still, the men found more
By staff and services
success over spring break than
After a spring break trip to the women.
Winona State won four of six
South Carolina and Kansas, the
Winona State University wom- matches while also competing
en's tennis team is still looking in South Carolina and Kansas.
Kyle Savelkoul (No. 1 sinfor its first win of the season.
The Warriors (0-10) came gles) and Ezequiel Santamaria
closest to notching their first (No. 4, No. 6) each notched
win during a 5-4 loss to Malone four singles wins for the War(Ohio) in Hilton Head, S.C., on riors during the trip.
The Warriors then returned
March 7.
homed
for a big match-up with
Winona State swept the top
Nebraska-Kearney,
the No. 8
three singles positions and No.
1 doubles, but dropped the oth- team in the North Central Region. Winoa State fell to the
er five matches.
A day earlier, the Warriors Lopers.
lost to Wittenburgh (Ohio) 6-3

Warriors still
searching for
first victory
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"Oh, that. Not to worry — just a
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'Tye been swimming in that pond by the reactor foryears.
Its harmless.”

RESEARCH SHOWS THAT MOST STUDENTS WHO SAY THEY'LL QUIT SMOKING AFTER COLLEGE CAN'T.
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